1 / THE SYMPOSIUM:
KEYNmE SPEECHES

R O M OCTOBER 29 TO 31, 1984 aNASA-sponsored,public
symposium entitled "Lunar Bases and Space Activities of the 2 1st Century"

F

was hosted by the National Academy of Sciencesin Washington, DC.
Approximately300 attendees registered to hear 135 papers on a variety of topics
relevant to space program goals in the era following establishment of the LEO space
station. Since very little research on these issues is currently being funded,the many
participants who traveled to the meeting tended to have a very personal, as well as
professional,interest in the theme. As indicated by the title of the conference, the
bulk of the discussion centered on lunar occupation,its implementation,and its
implications. However, other future scenarios were not excluded;several contributed
papers suggested manned exploration of Mars as an alternate or complementary
long range goal.
To those unfamiliar with the state of space technology, discussion of colonies
on the Moon and Mars have the ring of science fiction Persuasive arguments are
made within the pages of this book and elsewhere that permanent human presence
in the space environment can be established and maintained within the bounds of
contemporary technology. While technological capabilityis a necessary condition
for a lunar outpost, it is not a sufficient one. Space transportation is still expensive
and therefore achievable only by institutions with sigruficant financial resources.
In all likelihood,private capital will not be invested in lunar development until
near-term profitability is more than speculation Similarly,public funds will not be
spent until a clear case can be made in terms of the national interest. The nature of
the national interest is complex, ranging from national security to stimulus of the
private sector of the economy. For that reason, several individuals with experience
in the formulation of national policy were invited to address the Symposium in the
opening plenary session.Their views are particularly relevant to that part of the
feasibilityissue that addresses public investment in the future of society.
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Mr. JamesBeggs is Administrator of NASA. Dr. George Keyworth is scientific
advisor to President ~ e a ~ and
a n directs the Office of Science and Technology Policy.
Mr. Walter Hickel of the Yukon Pacific Corporation is former Governor of Alaska and
Secretary of the Interior. Dr. Arthur Kantrowitz of Dartmouth College,former
chairman of Avco Corporation,has in recent years been involved in studies of
formulation of public policy with respect to technology. Dr. Edward Teller is a
prominent nuclear physicist serving on the President's Science Advisory Committee.
5

W o keynote speakers chose to develop their remarks into more formal papers.
Dr. Philip Smith, Executive Officer of the National Academy of Sciences,discusses
the issue of international relations in the section Societal Issues. Dr. Harrison
Schmitt,Apollo 17 astronaut and former Senator,looks at the implications of

manned missions to Mars for national policy in the section Mars.
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Remarks on the Lunar Base
James M. Beggs
Administrator, ~ H e a d q u a r t e ~Washington,
s,
DC 20546

Over theyears, the National Academy and itsSpace Science Board haveplayed a
pivotal role in NASA'sadvanced science planning. Ourjoint efforts have been extremely
valuable in helping to chart a course not onlyfor ourfuture efforts in astronomy,
astrophysiics, and planetary exploration, but in the earth sciences as well.
Little by little, our eforts to explore space are becoming broader and more
encompassing.Step by step, we are learning about thephysical universe. By no means do
we know all there is to know about the chain that connects thefirst appearance of the
universe some 15 billionyears ago with its evolution, theformation of matter, thegalaxies,
the stars, the solar system, theplanets, and ourselves, but we are learningfast.
Our solar system exploration has been exceptionallysuccess~land productive. We
have observed theSunfrom above the Earth's atmosphere;we have explored the Moon; by
the end of the decade, we will have sent spacecrafl to all of theplanets except distant
Pluto.
Ironical& we probably know more about Mars and Jupiteras respective planetary
systems than we do about our own planet Wearejust mnning to understand Earth as a
system and the complex interaction of its various subsystems-atmosphere, oceans,
natural resources-and theforces that built them and that determine their evolution and
destiny.
urgoal on Earth, as in space, is topush scient$cfi.ontiers forward, to the cutting
edge of understanding.In this effort, we arefortunate, indeed, that theAcademy's
Space Science Board recently agreed to provide additionalguidancefor N m s long-term
space science. During the next 2 years the Board will be undertaking a broad study of
science priorities for the next 25 or 30years and idenbfing the technologyadvances
necessary to nieet those priorities.
That effort is only one of several under way to help us define what we should be
doing and where we should be going in space during the next generation. Another ongoing
project is our internal NASA long-rangeplanning study on post-space station options
Thissymposium is still another timely effort to define where we should be going in
space in the earlyyears of the 21st Century. It follows closely the Lunar Base Working
Group meeting held last April at Los Alamos, which debated the pros and cons of
establishing apermanently manned base on the Moon's surface. As you know, the
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WorkingGroup concluded that such a base should be adopted by NASA as a long-term
goalfor the 2 1st Century.
Thisgoal has long been our vision, and it still is. Even beforeApollo, our studies
concluded that such a base could serve as a facility for scientific research, economic
exploitation of the Moon's resources, and colonization of the Moon.
Today,more than 15yearsafter wefirst set ourfootprints on the Moon, we have
learned much about it. WelveApollo astronauts walked on the lunar surfae. They
returned more than 2,000 samples of lunar rocks and soilflom six locations Soviet
unmanned spacecraft have provided us with samplesflorn three other sites. Spacecraft
have photographed the entire Moonflom lunar orbit and perfmed chemical analysis of
more than afourth of its sugace.
Our lunar exploration revealed no water, no organic matter, and no living organisms,
but the Moon rocks turned out to be lunar time capsules They contain the secrets of more
thanfour and a half billionyears of lunar history, a history we are mnning to
understand using radioactivemeasurement techniques The lunar soil, more akin tofine,
broken rubble, is teaching us much about our Sun because it has absorbed billions of
years of its radiations, unprotected by any atmosphere. Weknow now that the Moon not
only has plen hful oxygen in its rocks but also silicon and possibly valuable metals such as
iron and titanium.
TheMoon, our nearest neighbor in the solar system, is becoming a familiar place. For
more thanfour billionyears, it lay there, quiet and still. Today we are exploring the
possibility of going back there to live and work, a truly extraordinarydevelopment in the
short history of the space age.
I believe it is highly likely that before theJrst decade of the next century is ouf we
will, indeed,return to the Moon. Wewill do so not only to mine its oxygen-richrocks and
other resources but to establish an outpostforfurther exploration and expansion of
human activitiesin the solar system, in particular, on Mars and the near-Earth
asteroids
One does not have to be an historian of the space age to recognize that a return to the
Moon would be a rational extension of our program to expand human activitiesin space.
From Mercury, and on through Gemini,Apollo, Skylab, and the Space Shuttle, we have
moved steadilyinto larger and more ambitiousprograms Each has been a logical
extension of what came before, and each has been built on past experience.
ow that the space shuttle isproving to be the reliable and versatile machine its
designers intended, we will use it to help meet our next major challenge: to develop a
permanently manned space station in low-Earth orbit within a decade, as the President
directed us to do.
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Weexpect that by theyear 2000,the space station will be equipped with a supporting
infkastructure that will enable us to operate routinely at both low-Earth and geostationary
orbits and between them and, eventual& at distancesasfar as the Moon and the inner
planets. nYo key elements of this infkastructure will be reusable and might be compared to
a local taxi and an intercontinentalairline.
Theformer is called the Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle.It will be used to semMce
satellites close to the space station andfor other tasks The latter, known as the Orbital
nansfer Vehicle,willferry payloads to andfkom geosynchronous orbit or launch
spacecraft to the Moon and other points in the solar system.
WernherVonBraun used to say that rpeople are ever to open vast uncharted regions
to detailed exploration and permanent human habitation, they need an enabling
technolqgy.In the case of Antarctica, as Wernherrightlypointed out,it was the airplane. In
the case of space, it will be the space station and its infkastructure.
Thisenabling technologywill permit us to engage in a variety of manned and
unmanned activitiesin space. It will spur exploration and the commercial use of space. It
will invigorate Earth applicationsand stimulate sustained research and development on
innovativesystems and techniques.It could also trier extensiveinitiatives to benejit life
on Earth, such as satellite power systems and nuclear waste disposal systems in space. And
it will be the key tofiture,more ambitiousmissions,such as a manned mission to Mars,
the capture of an asteroid, or large, automated,deep space and planetury probes
One of thosemissions, as I have said, could very well be the establishment of a
permanently manned lunar base. That3why this conference is so important. It will help us
move toward a national dialogue in the scienwc and technical community on the uses,
feasibility, and significance of a lunar base. It is essential to start such a dialoguenow i f
we are to lay thegroundworkfor NASA's consideration of a long-rangeprogram plan to
include a permanent human presence on the Moon.
Theseproceedings undoubtedly will be both stimulating and productive. And asyou
continueyour discussions over the nextfew days, you will be covering many crucial
considerations-technical, scientific,political, economic, and social-that will guidefirture
public policy decisions on a permanently manned lunar base. I'd like to single outjust
three, because theysymbolize both the philosophical and practical realities of thisnew era
of opportunityin space.
First, a whole generation of people is coming of age, not only in the UnitedStates, but
around the world, who are barely able to remember that it was once thought impossible to
go to the Moon. Wenow know that we can get there. The question is, what should we be
doing Vweestablish permanent roots there to make ourpresence most productive and
beneficialfor mankind?
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Next, we know that any enterprise of the magnitude and scope of a permanently

manned lunar base would be an enormous challenge. Wewould have to develop not only
new technologies, but the managment techniqueand economic analyses that would make
it bothfeasible and profitable. Thisimplies even greater international cooperation and
international sharing of risks and benefitsin thefuture.
In this connection, we expect ourfiends and allies to accept President Reagan's
invitation tojoin with us in developing the space station. Such cooperation could lay the
groundworkfor even greater international collaboration in spacefor thefu ture. Indeed, an
internationallydeveloped lunar base might prove an irresistible lure to the Soviets. And, i f
they were tojoin with us, I believe that it would certainly enhance the prospectsfor peace
in the world and in space.
A third consideration is technological.r w e were to mine the Moon, how would we go
about it.?Many methods have been proposed, but none have been proven.
t present, we know how to extract valuable materialsJkomore deposits on Earth. But
Earth's ore deposits are unusual, in that their valuable elements are highly
concentrated and relatively easy to extract.Moon rocks and meteorites are digeren t. Their
key elements are not concentrated and are hard to extract. Wehave no Earth-based
technolqgy at present that could do thejob.
Clearly,such a technology will have to be developed i f we are ever to mine the Moon.
Thars why we should begn soon, on a small scale and in a preliminary way, to study how
to extract useful mineralsflom lunar rock and soil. In space, as on Earth, there are rich
dividends and enormous benefitsfor those who are able to muster the resources, knowhow, and vision tofollow where their dreams may lead.
On September 16, 1969,Astronaut Michael Collins closed an extraordinarychapter in
his life and in the history of the world-the Apollo 1 I mission-with these words before a
joint session of Congress:
We have taken to the Moon the wealth of this nation, the
vision of its political leaders, the intelligence of its scientists, the
dedication 'of its engineers, the carehl craftmanship of its
workers, and the enthusiastic support of its people.
We have brought back rocks, and I think it is a fair trade . . .
Man has always gone where he has been able to go. It's that
simple. He will continue pushing back his frontier, no matter
how far it may carry him from his homeland.

A

Mike's words sum up as eloquently as any the opportunitiesand challenges that lie
ahead. Ifwe are to be true to our own past and our ownfuture, we will continue to
pursue them.
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The Challenges and Opportunities of a New Era
in Space: How Will We Respond?
G. A. Keyworth, I1
Sdence Advisor to the President and Director, O p e of sdence and TechnologyPolicy
Execudve OfPce of the President, Washington,DC 20500
-

---

ow, more than at any time since the dawn of the space age a quarter-century ago,
we're poised at the edge of great advances in our understanding and use of space.
Twenty-jive years ago we rose magnificently to the challenge presented to usPorn Sputnik
In barelymore than a decade, we created a wholly new technology-the technology of
space travel and space exploration.
In the 1970~~
the decade thatfollowed, we consolidated ourgains and rejned the
technologies.Westarted demonstrating that we could develop increasinglyreliable
technologies-both manned and unmanned-to operate in that new environment. What
had been solely a government venture began to become attractive to theprivate sector, and
soon that attractiveness turned to profitability,particularly with the prolifeation of
communications satellites. I would characterize the development, and now almost routine
operation,of the shuttle as the begnning of the mature phase of our early space
technologies.We'venow achieved a degree of conpdence and predictability in space
operations thatgives us a calculable basisfor considering investmentin space enterprises.
The real question now is where we gojiom here.Are our grand exploring dqysjust
beginning?Or will we devote our effortsjiom now on to consolidatingour gains and
expanding the commercial applications of space technologies?Or will we do both?
Justfour orfive years ago we might well have answered that question d~fferently than
we would today. I doubt,for instance, that this meeting could have taken place in the
atmosphere of those days.Fiveyears ago, the country as a whole was in a trough. Our
industries were encountering competition of the sort they had never seen beforecompetitionflom foreign firms in the very high technology areas we had always dominated
and takenfor granted. TheJapanesehad discovered thatJapanwas agreat place to make
cars and televisions and that America was agreat place to make money.American
companieshad good reason to wonder what thefiture would bring them.At the same
time,government had let our leadership in science and technology begn to erode byfailing
to invest in the basic research that underlies so much of our progress in today'sworld.
That hardly encouraged industry to count on glowing prospectsfor technological
innovation in the long term.
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Perhaps worst of all, we were hearing an incessant drumbeat that the world was
running out of room and resources, that wefaced a world of limits,a zero-sum game in
which our children would have to settlefor less in lge than we had. Manyyoung people
who picked up that message-that success would be elusive--concluded that study and
hard work might not be the kind of blue-chip investments they were a generation earlier.
The space program itseIf was viewed by many as a too-expensiveseries of stunts that
would be unaflordablein the bad times ahead. It was certainly not seen in terms of an
investment in breaking out of those limits and into new and better times.
That wasJveyears ago. You may have noticed some changes in attitude since then.
American business isjust as respectful of theforeig challenge as ever, but it'sno longer
paralyzed by irrationalfear, and it'splanningfor thehture with the conmence of people
who are determined to meet any challenge. Thefederal government, during thef i e years
of the Reagan Administration, has turned that decline in supportfor basic research into
thegreatest rate of growth since the earlypost-Sputnikyears, an increaseof 55%infour
years Our universitiesare well on their way to regaining the health that had been
jeopardized, and there'sa strong renewed commitment to excellence in education,
especiallyin science and math, in our public schools. No one is talking any more about
limits togrowth.
o what better time could there befor a conferencelike this?I said earlier that there are
twopaths our space program could take at thispoint-the practical and the
visionary-and I asked which we would choose. WJnnopinion is that we have tofollow
both paths aggressively. That3why we're now seeingfederal agencies other than NASA
assumingresponsibilitiesfor commercializing space activities. That3 the best evidence that
you'll see that we intend to reserve NASA for what it does best: research and development.
I'll add my@ belief that only by continuing to push at the boundaries of that vast space
Pontier will we be able to assure our world leadershipin the relatively more mundane
practical space technolog-~~es
In a very real sense, the economicflture of space is tied to
how much we stretch our vision and creativity to respond to thegrand challenges.
Some ofyou may have read President Reagan's response in thismonth's Omni
magazine when he was asked the question, 'Whatinterestsyou about space?"His answer
sets the tonefor this conference better than anything I could say:

S

What interests me about space is quite simple;space is a part of
the future, of a future that captures the imagination of young
and old alike. Think of the remarkable achievements of the
American Space Program-the manned Moon landings,Ving's
landing on Mars, the spectacular Voyager missions to Jupiter
and Saturn,the continual rediscovery of our own planet, and the
space shuttle, with its many important scientific achievements.
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In what other areas have American science and technology
succeeded so well in literally moving us from one age to the
next? Our space successes have proved that although all but a
handfUl of us are physically bound to the Earth, our spirits and
our national pride can soar along with astronauts and
spacecraft.To me, that's the ultimate attraction of the space
program-the elevation of the human spirit as we demonstrate
our unmatched capability to reach out to new worlds.

IYs that context, one of a whole people reaching out to new worlds, that should
underlie these discussions of a manned lunar base. Today3new era of competition, of
commitment to excellence in science and technology,and of development of the new
talents we needfor thefuture, demands and will support new space initiatives i f they
match the boldness of our times.
Today we stand on the threshold of that boldness Weneed only create a door that
opens out on this new world of challenges and opportunitiesthat space ogers uus,and, last
January,President Reagan committed the nation to building that doorway in theform of
the manned space station.
Well,what possibilities waitfor us when we step through that doorway into the next
space age? I think we can begn to see thatfiture at this conference, because the lunar
base is one of the more obvious of the bold, excitinggoals we can reach through the space
station doorway.
In looking at the program that Mike Duke and the others have put together, I was
excited by the diversity of the topics and the expertise of the participants Either the
planetary science communityisfarther along in its thinking about a lunar base than more
people give it creditfor, or this conferenceitseyis providing a potent stimulus to thought.
In either case, this conferenceisprobably going to be remembered as a landmark in the
evolution of thinking on the subject.
But asyou listen and talk over the next three days, or aflerwards, rd likefor you to
askyourselves two questions that 1 think will help to develop the concept of a lunar base
as a possible national initiative. Thefirst question may seem presumptuous, but I think we
have to ask, right at the outset, where we go from the lunar base? Whatsteps should we
be taking in parallel with the lunar base, and what comes after it?Do we go to Mars, and
ifso, why?Do we try to visit an asteroid?Remember that much of the momentum of our
space program was lost aJterApollo because we treated the Moon landing as an end in
itseIf:This time we should know enough to define and update our goals in space in brood
terms related to ourfiture, not in terms of individual projects. And we should cast as wide
a net as possible in creating this vision of ourfuture, involving the American public and
being driven by their enthusiasm as well as our own.
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ow, i f myfirst question seemed presumptuous, then my second one may seem
backward, but try it on anyway.How would a base on the Moon affect life on Earth?
Again, lers rememberApollo and how it changed our concept of stretching our horizons I
think those of us in science oJen fail to understand the impact on society as a whole of
well-defined and clearly articulated goals. Scientists, of course, don't need much
encouragement to beat a path to afiontier.AJer all, little more than a hint of a new subatomic particle will send myfellow physicists off onyears of day-and-night dedication at
some microscopicfiontier,just asgeologists will devote lifetimes working at the
macroscopicfkon tier of piecing together the patterns of the movement of continents.But
mere scienijjic curiousity can't hold a candle to the kind of inspiration that space has
provided to our nation. It's hard to think of any peacetime program that ever inspired a
nation's imagination and enthusiasm the way theApollo program did-and thars the spirit
that we should be trying togenerate in tomorrow'sspace program.
Let me add that both those broad inspirational benefits and the attraction of space as
a scient$icfiontierhave a very tangible counteprt. Space can be the kind of intellectual
and technological endeavor that attracts the bestyoung minds in our country and
challenges their creativity. The response to those challenges, in theform of innovation and
new technologies, will help keep the United States at theforefkont in science and
techno@-and will strengthen our abilily to compete aggressively in the world
marketplace.
In spite of our best eflorts to detail the spinoffs and benefitsfkom the space program, I
don't think the chief benefit of Apollo can ever be quanhyed. That benefit was aglorious
elevation of the human spirit and of national pride, a reminder that our society,givingfiee
rein to human creativip and enterprise, can achieve herculean goals if its challenged to
do so.
That kind of inspiration doesn't come along very ofen, m irs the kind offire to keep
burning. In an age offierce and growing competition in the world commercial
marketplace, there'sno inspiration I'd rather be able to pass on to theyouth of our nation.
Infact, I can't think of a more eloquent statement of that idea than the President offed
earlier thisyear when he spoke to the graduates of the Air Force Academy. He said, "Our
willingness to accept the challenge of space will reflect whetherAmerica's men and
women today have the same bold vision, the same courage and indomitablespirit that
made us a great nation . . .The only limits we have are those of our own courage and
imagination.And ourfieedom and well-being will be tied to new achievements and
pushing back newflon tiers."
Tome thars the real theme of any conferenceon space-the fact that it challenges
our vision today and will challenge itfor as long as we can imagine.
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In Space: One World United
Walter J. Hickel
Chairman, W o n Padpc,RO. 101700, Anchorage, AK 99510

In the nextfew daysyou're going to hear a group of learned individualsaddress the
prospects of permanent habitation of space. The experts will consider what tools we might
take with us, what resources we mightflnd out there, and what we might bring back to
the Earth that is useful. Yet before we get into those details, I want to talk withyou, as a
layman, about the nature offlontiers and big projects ingeneral.
rontiers summon the creativiy, imagination, and inventivenessof the human mind to
conquer them . . .and in this age, the big project is the means to do so. A big project is
whatyou get whenyou askfor the Moon. Wecalled theJirstproject Apollo. Today we're no
longerjust askingfor the Moon; we've been there. We'relookingfkrther-to @n living
outside Earthfor good, wherever opportunity,curiosity,and need will take us Ourgoal is
more than another big project. It's time to open up theflnalFontier, permanently, to the
point of no turning back Ourjourney is really infinite, and a big project is what
civilization needs to begm thisjourney and pevect the commitment to go beyond.
Big projects don?start with a lot of money. Theystart in the mind. Obviously,then,
ourjourney begns here on Earth. Weneed to remember we're not here on this Earth just
to be a user. Wewere made in the image of a Creator,and we're here to create. When we
create, we explore theFontiersof the mind and thesoul,for we mustflrst acknowledge
and open our innerflontiersbefore we can approach the outerflontiersof space. Charles
DeGaulle once said, 'Wemay well go to the Moon, but that's not veryfar. Thegreatest
distance we have to cover still lies within us"
Thus, the immediatechallenge before us now asAmericans is to allow ourselves
Pontiers again. Theparallel challenge is to train ourselves to bring about the big projects
necessary to explore thosefkontiers Candidly,we've been lagging on bothFonts.
Frontiers have nothing to do with a coon-skin cap and a rifle. Theyhave to do with
limits . . .thingswe setfor ourselves You either believe in limits oryou don't. Late& wdre
only begun to emergeporn a time in our history when many people believed economic
growth on Earth has natural,predictable limits Justafewyears ago, we believed we were
running out of everything. Many even ruled out hope. Frontiers wereforgotten. About the
same time in our history--ten years or so ago-America lost enthusiasmfor its space
program. The country began looking inward and became uncertain of itseF
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I remembergiving a series of talks in 1976 at the Universityof California. One of them
talked about "theinexhaustibleEarth." I believed then, as I do now, that the Earth is
inexhaustible because God made man's mind inexhaustible.A s long as we don't run out of
imagination, we're not going to run out of anything. As I was saying that, a man in the

audiencescoged. "Don'tyouknow we're even running out of cement?"he asked. Imagine
that.He seriously thought there was a shortage of cement. Cement-sand and gravel, ash
and limestone?
Frontiers have always existed,and they always will. Weapproach a limited world with
fear, but an infinite universe with confidence. A fi'ontier is whereyou live with more
questions than answers. You make decisionswithyour gut andyour heart becauseyour
head can't help, but the important thing is to make those decisions. to go and to stay.
Those leJ behind won't understand why we go or why we stay. But when a leap offaith is
coupled with conJdence in thefuture, progress results and all mankind benefits
In the nextfav days we will probably hear more questions than answers But lers
respond with a decision. Let the questionspoint the way, not stop usfi'omgoing.
In most businesses,it's the inventors, the scientists, the most knowledgeablepeople
associated with a project who advocate movingforward the quickest.Politicians and
external businessforces usually act to slow things dom. Thespace program, since the
days of Sputnik,has seen just the opposite.Here, scientists are cautiousin their advocacy.
It takespoliticians, and sometimes a national crisis, to speed things up.
oday we don't have a crisis Wejust have an opportunity,and vthe believers who are
knowl@eable about space aren't advocates,how can we expect the non-believers to
be?No one in this room should wonder i f we're going toofar, toofast in discussions about
settling the universe. How canyou go toofast when whereyou'regoing is infinite?I submit
you can't gofast enough!And while I'm concerned that America is lagping in its space
pioneering thinking these d m I believe we also need to examine our ability to undertake
the bigprojects necessaly to approach thatfi'ontier.
Look at the megabillion dollar projects on ourplate right now. As an engineering
sociey, were pegonning miserably.Hesitation and indecision are the roots of theproblem.
America's nuclearpower program issubstandard to France,Japan,and Korea, in part, I
believe, because we've refuS8d to standardize. We'releft with billiondollarJlowerpots,
manyjust close to being completed, that will never produce nuclearpower. It seems that
we can control the atom, but we can't control our cost. I entered a business recently to see
that a $20 billion pipeline project is built acrossAlaska. The lastgroup who tried spent
$600 million before defrnng construction indefinitely. They spent $600 million on
paperwork . . .and there'sstill not apiece of pipe in theground. There'sa dam on the
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drawing board in Alaska right now that has more than a hundred million dollars in itand yet the state hasyet to make a decision to build it.As a newcomer to the details of the
space program, I was appalled toJind out that we've dismantled the tools, and more
importantly the collection of minds, that can produce a Saturn rocket.
America, we can't do business this way. Civilizationneeds big projects, the kind that
ignite the mind and inspire the soul. Remember, only eightyearselapsed between Alan
ShephardsJirstspaceflight and Neil Armstrong'sJirststep on the Moon. Wegot there
becauseJohn E Kennedy made a decision.Big projects need decisions,not dollars, to get
started. Theyneed continuityand commitment. Civilizationcould never a m d to spend
billions of dollars dabbling in this or that . . .leadingeverywhere and going nowhere. It's
jump or don't jump. Do it or don't.
Consider warsfor a moment. Warsunite. Theyforge alliancesamong allies. Theyforce
an urgency offocus. Theyforge a common purpose, and they mobilize a will to achieve
that purpose. But themit of war is destruction. Nevertheless, a war is a decision. Wecan
go foryears looking at ways to clean up our cities, but drop a bomb--or have an
earthquake--one day, and suddenly we're cleaning up and building the next.
Decisions telescope time. I saw one space scenario recently, a planning document that
moved usforwardfiom a space station in 1991 to a lunar base in theyear 2000 to a
landing on Mars in 2030,forty-jive yearsfiom now. Thatplan was made without a
decision. I'm not an expert, but many ofyou are. Let me ask a question. How muchflrther
couldyou move in just tenyears i f we gaveyou a mandate?
For those ofyou who makeyour livings on the prospects of space exploration and
development I join you today as a kindred spirit. Foq$ouryears ago, as a Kansasfarm
boy, I went west, lookingfor a county. Going north, I found it, in Alaska, with enough
opportunitiesto last many lifetimes.As I arrived, there were people leaving.Many of them
felt that everything that was going to happen had happened already. Theirfiontierwas
over, because they never had one. But we believed in Alaska. Wereally believed.
Weput together an economic basefi.omthe oil discoveries that were made by
pioneering companies.Next came a megaproject that rivaled the costs and the
orlpanizational challenge of Apollo. We built a nine-billion-dollar oil pipeline eight hundred
miles across viwn territory.It required new technolo@, new ways of doing business.But it
worked, because a decision was made to do it.
Still, we've really only started. Flowing out of the ground with the oil is natural gas,
almost as much in enetgy value. Our challenge today is not only to build another
pipeline-the worlds latgestprivate project-but also to bringfour nations together in this
enterprise.In the maturing of Alaska, we depend notjust on America, but on Japan,Korea,
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and Taiwan, who must trust enough in thefuture to buy the gas and join the project. So,
as we embark on thefrontier in space, we might beneftfrom the experiences of one of the
greatfrontiers on Earth.
The arctic regions and the Moon have much in common. Thqfreboth remote. Not
everyone understands living there. Thqre both rich in potential, potential that requires
bold decisions to realize . . .but life is exciting and beautrul nevertheless.Leapsforward
are made on the infrequent occasions when the decisionmaker has vision and isn't
protecting the status quo. Decisions start with believers who really believe.
In starting most things anew, long term development thinkingis absolutelynecessary.
Think of a child. If1 had to pay someone to do what my wife did to bring up our children,
waitingfor a return on our investment with compound interest no child would be
economical&feasible. During the nextfew years there will undoubtedly be continuous
debate over whether or not living in space makes economic sense. I contend it won't make
sense unless civilization commits to build a railroad.
laska's historyprovides an excellent example. Wehad a delegate to Congressin 1914
named Wckersham.He knew the territoryneeded a railroad. The richestprivate
interests in the world had tried andfailed to make it work However, Wickershamwas a
believer. He convinced Congressnot to seek a return on the railroad right away.The
nation would get its returnsfrom everything else the railroad made possible. The bill that
passed authorized the President to build up to a thousand miles of rail, "itsprimary
purpose to open up the country."Today, our civilization needs to make a similar
commitment to build a railroad into space to b q n to open up the universe. Weneed
similar champions to tell us where we are.
Buzz Aldrin called the Moon "magnpcentdesolation."Its long term value may not be
what it is but where it is
I've talked about infnite thinking that establishesfrontiers.I've discussed essential
decisions that bring big projects about. There's~neynalthought I'd like to leave withyou.
In these discussions, the question of international cooperation has always suqaced. In my
mind, its no issue at all: leaving the Earth can unite us.
The President recently talked about sharing 'Star Warytechnology with Russia to
helpflee civilizationfrom the threat of nuclear holocaust. Weshould ask the question,
couldn't civilization also benef t by our united effort in the exploration of space?Should we
ask the Russians tojoin us in going to Mars, and beyond?
Leaving the Earth can unite our purposes and peoples . . .our energies, talents, and
technologrogres
. . .and especially our minds. The exploration of space may well be
civilization'slast chance tojoin together in a great undertaking bigger than any of ustechnologiesfor a common purpose, agreat undertaking that can heal the divisions
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between men-as together we seek togo vast distances, andyet, to cover those inner
distances thatyearn for explanation.
Like a small boy asking "Mother,what's out there?"let'sjoin together andfind out.
m a t d~gerencedoes it make which political party is in power or whose ideology is in
vogue when wefinallyfind God and the universe among us?
Good luck and Godspeed.
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An Opportunityfor Openness
Arthur Kantrowitz
Dartmouth College, Hanover, N e w Hampshire, 03755

w

e are gathered to discuss a momentous undertaking. A lunar base would certainly
bqgn a new chapter in world history. Mth a lunar base, humanity wouldfor the
Frst time be in aposition to utilize extraterrestrialmatter (ETM). Many important civilian
usesfor ETM will be dealt with in this symposium. In view of today'slevel of international
tension, the application of laxge quantities of ETM in the hardening of space-based military
assets inevitably comes to mind. Whatcould this new capability implyfor the debate now
raging around the stability of Mutual Assured Destruction and the President3 Strategic
Defense Initiative (SDI)?
Several prominent scientists have comeforward with negative theorems about SDI,
easilyproduced and loudly announced,and at least partially based on thefrag'Iity of
today'sspacecraft without including the possibility of ETM. Perhaps on this occasion we
should point out again that they really should have announced only that they did not see
how an eflective strategic defense could be built.
The threat of nuclear Armageddon has darkened the worldfor decades To escape the
darkness, arms control is usually oflered as the world's only hope. It provides an
opportunityfor dialogue, and talk is safer than the alternatives But verifiable arms control
has aproblem that must befaced. Starting with the tens of thousands of misting nuclear
weapons, it may well be true that it is easier to verii adequate compliance with afreeze or
a reduction agreement than to hide evasion. But hiding evasiongets progressively easier
and verification gets progressively harder as the numbers are reduced, and the numbers
must be reduced by a factor of thousands to bring us back to the destructivecapabilitiesof
WWII. Whilethe dialogue on arms control must be pursued, we must not let it blind us to
other possibilities, perhaps now only barelyperceptible,for escaping the darkness.
Atms control is the control of hardware, I would like to discuss a somare possibility.
In an instructiverecital of the dismal history of arms control (New York Times,April 18,
1982),Barbara ITtrchman quoted Salvador de Madariaga (Chairmanof the League of
Nations Disarmament Commission)as concluding that ': . .Nations don't distrust each
other because they are armed; they are armed because they distrust each other."
IFnd Madariaga'sproposition exciting because it provides a new light in which to
view a striking exchange on SDI in the recent presidential election debate. In response to a
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question concerningsharing 4 . .the best of America's technololywith our principal
adversary," the President began his answer with "Whynot?"Mondale declared it was :. .in
my opinion a total non-starter."
allowing Madariaga's emphasison the primacy of trust,a good way toju@ a new
military technologyor policy in the nuclear age would be: Can it help nations to trust
each other?
Surveillance satellites pass this diJicult test,and indeed they constitutean important
stabilizing influence in thepresent tension. Competitivedeployment of a BMD system on
the other hand is violentlydestabilizing. It isjust thisjhghtening destabilization that
impelled Reagan to ofer a new openness. Thisnew opennesscould indeed help nations to
trust each other. It could be thefirst light of dawn.
Technologicalchange drives social change.Remember the trauma of the early
industrial revolution and WilliamBlake crying out against 4 . .dark satanic mills"In just
those countries and injust those times, the most open societies the world has ever known
weregrowing. Openlypublished science soon lefl magic and its secretsfar behind.
Industrial competitivenessforced a transitionflom arts passed secretlyflom generation to
generation to the mass education neededfor a technological society.
In contrast;let me tellyou briejly a stozy of rejection of a new opportunityfor
openness that occurred in early Ming Dynasty China.In the massive scholar&work
Science and Civilizationin China (Cambridge,1971, Vol. 4, Part III, pp. 392-535),Joseph
Needham recounts the spectacular rise andfall of Chinese naval power. Up to the early
15th CenturyAD., Chinese technololy led the world. In his utopian New Atlantis, Francis
Bacon exhibited threegreat inventions-printing gunpowder, and the compass-as
evidence that humanity could advance beyond the heightsreached in antiquity. These were
thefoundation of his wonderfillyfiuitfilproposal for the organization of applied
research. Needham points out that these remarkableinventions were all well-known in
China centuries wore they appeared in Europe.
In the early Ming DynasN thisflowering technologyculminated in a remarkable
series of naval expeditionsmade byfleets of 1500-ton "treasureship$" each able to carry
about 500 men. In the earlyyearsof the 15th Centuv, thesefleetssailed around Southeast
Asia to Bengal, Ceylon @om which they brought back a defint king asprisoner) and
Jinallydown the east coast of Afica in 1420.Aboutfimyears later,in a similar adventure,
the Portugese sailed down the west coast of Afiica in a series of voyages that opened up a
new chapter in world history.
China made itslastgreat voyage in 1431-33. According toJung-pangLo, in 1436,
when the Cheng-rungEmperor came to the throne, an edict was issued that not only
forbade the building of shipsfor overseas voyages but also cut down the construction of
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warships and armaments ("Declineof the Early Ming N q , " Oriens Extremus, Hambur&
1958, Vol. 5).
Whatchanges took place with such repressive ejiect that China recoiledfi-omits
seaward expansion and career as a naval power? 'Thiswas, indeed," says Needham, "but
one aspect of ageneral decline which reflected itselfseverely in many branches of science
and technology. The navy simplyfell topieces"
AJer that happened, China lost its leadershipin technologyand isolated itseyas long
as it couldJiom the explosivegrowth of Europe. Thisisolation became impossible when
the militarystrength of the "barbarians"forced itself upon the Chinesein the Opium Wars
four centuries later.
This was only one episode in agreat administrative battle wagedfor thousands of
years between the Conficianscholars who led the bureaucracy and the Grand Eunuchs of
the Imperial Court The eunuch Admiral ChengHo had led the lastgreat voyages, and
clearly their spectacular successes constituted agreat threat to the power of the scholarly
bureaucracy. But the scholars had a trump card-they had exclusive control of the
education of the next emperor. Thuswhen he came to the throne, one of hisfirst acts was
to destroy the navy, and with it he destroyed China'sleadership in technolqgy. Thescholars
had awed that China had no needfor contact with the rest of the world. The bureaucrats,
by stopping technologicaladvance, maintained theirfeudal power.
echnological changeforces social change. Nuclear weapons, access to space,
information technology,and genetic technologyconstitutegreat and threatening
technological changes. Whatsocial changes are theyforcing?
I will hazard a conjecture. Technologicaladvance will continue toforce us to a more
open world. The SDI hardware, even fi completelysuccessy%l,would onlyprotect usfi-om
ballistic miss~les,but the increased trust the new openness, that could comeflom
cooperating with the Soviet Union and the world in a massive technological undertaking
would have much morefar-reaching ejiecects.It could move us toward a world in which any
secret enclave that could hide weaponry will be seen and dealt with as an aggressive act. It
could help to create a world open enough toprevent all varieties of nuclear terrorism.
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Thoughts on a Lunar Base
Edward Teller
Lawrence Livermore Laboratories, Universityof CaIifoda, Livermore, CA 94550

I would like to start with a statement that I expect, and even hope, may be
controversial. I believe there is a very great difference between the space station now being
planned and any activity on the Moon now under discussion. I believe that in the space

station we should do as much as possible with robotsfor two simple reasons Thereis
nothing in space-practically nothing-except what we put there. Therefore,we can
foresee the conditions under which we are going to work, and, in general, I think robots
are less trouble than people.
The other reason is that, apartflom experimentsand special missions that we have in
space, we do not want to proceed to change anything in space, whereas on the Moon we
will want to change things. Likewise on the Moon, we willfind many things that we do not
expect. Adapting robots to all the various tasks that may come up, and that we do not even
foresee, is not possible.
he space station is-obviously extreme&interestingfor many reasons. However, that is
not what I want to talk about except to state that, of course, the space station is apt to
develop into a transferstation to the Moon. Therefore,its establishment is not independent
of what we are discussinghere.
I would like to lookforward to an early lunar colony. I do not want to spend time in
making estimates but simply want to say that it would be nice to have a dozen people on
the Moon as soon as possible. I think we could have it in tenyears or so. When I say 12
people, I do not mean 12 people to stay there but to have 12 people at all times, to serve as
long as it seems reasonable.Tome, 3 months is the kind of periodpom whichyou could
expect a good payoff for having made the trip. Longer rotations than that might be a little
hard, and eflciency might come down. But all this is, of course, a wild estimate on my
part.
What kind of people should be there?It will be necessary to have all of them highly
capable in a technical manner, and I believe that theyshould pevorm all kinds of work
Probably at least half of them, after coming back to Earth, should get the Nobel Prize. The
result will be that we will soon run out of Nobel Prizes because I believe there will be very
considerable discoveries.
Also, ifyou have 12. people you probably ought to have a Governor. I have already
picked out the Governor to be, of course,JackSchmitt. Furthermore, I would like to tellyou
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that when ljlrst testified about space, and was asked whether there should be women
astronauts, 1 proposed that all astronauts should be women. Thepackaging of intelligence
in women is more effective in terms of intelligenceper unit weight. However, in view of the
strong sentimentfor ERA, 1 think 1 might compromise with an equal number of women
and men. That arrangement has all kinds of advantages.
I believe that the discussion here has had plenty of emphasis on what 1 know will be
the main practical result of a lunar base-use as a refieling station. It will supply both
portable enexgy in a concentratedform and portable fie1 for refieling rockets, primarily in
theform of omen extracted out of lunar rocks. The only question is how to do it. Myfirst
idea was, of course, we should do it with nuclear reactors Perhaps the environmental
movement, the Sierra Club,may not have an a m that extends beyond one light second. On
the other hand, we will have some problems, problems of cooling. However, most of the
enexgy might be needed to squeeze omen out of iron oxide, and that simply means a high
temperature.You may not need a lot of machinery, and some of the energy can be, in this
way, usefilly absorbed right inside the reactor. What remainsprobably should be
converted to electricity.
The otherpossibility is solar enexgy. I am strongly inclined to believe that solar energy
will be quite usefulfor two reasons. First,great advanceshave been made in solar cells,
particularly with regard to Qvshinsys idea of utilizing amorphous semiconductors. The
point is that they are not verygood conductors of electricity and thereforemust be thin,
but,on the other hand,amorphousmaterials are verygood absorbers of light and
thereforecan be thin. Methods tofabricate them have indicated thatyou can, with
practical certainty,get down to one dollar per peak watt.
Thereis, however, another advantage to solar power and that is ifyou do not want
power, butjust want high temperaturefor driving omen out of oxides,you may not need
mirrors that have to be moved. It might be sufFcient to have the right kind of surface that
absorbs and emits ultraviolet but is highly reflective in the visible and the inpared.In
equilibrium with solar radiation, this will give high temperatures;thefartheryou go in the
ultraviolet the moreyou can approach the maximum temperature obtainable, the surface
temperature of the Sun. Ifyou try to approach this limit, then the e n e w content-the
power-will be small because it utilizes a smaller portion of the solar spectrum. But the
temperatureyou can get is high. What the optimum is whereyou will want to
compromise, I do not know.
Let me extend thisidea one stepfirther. I would not only like to get very high
temperatures;I also want toget very low temperatures as cheaply as possible. You can
achieve the latter during the 14day lunar night. lfyou isolateyourseIfflom the suvace of
the Moon, put your apparatus on legs and put some space in between-all very cheap
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arrangements-you can approach temperaturesin the neighborhood of 2.7 degrees
Absolute. In this wayyou can get low temperatureregionsof large volume and high
temperatureregions of large volume.
ow, I would like to talk about onepractical point that may not have been discussed,
name& the question of where on the Moon the colonyshould be. I would like to go to
one of the poles because I would like to have the choice between sunlight and shade with
little movement. Furthermore, it would be a real advantage to establish the colony in and
around a crater whereyou might have even permanent shade in some places and where
moving awayflom the rim on one side or the otheryou can vary conditions quitefast Of
course, it is of importance not only to position yourselfin regard to the Sun but also in
regard to the Earth. For many purposes, you want to see the Earth in order to observe it
For other purposes,for instance astronomy,you want to be shieldedfiom the Earth, not to
be disturbed by all the terrestrial radio emission. All these conditions will be best satisped
in a crater near a pole.
I have a little d~flcul
ty in reading the 1unar maps. Thereseem to be threegood craters
in the immediate vicinity of the south pole but no good craters near the north pole, or vice
versa I am not quite sure. At any rate I want togo to the pole that has the craters
Thepurpose of all this is obviously what I have said to begn with and whatyou all
realize-refieling and energy. Oxygen is the main point, but it would be nice also to have
hydrogen. Hydrogen we could getpom the Earth much more cheaply than the oygen, but
still it is one-ninth the cost of oxygen plus the considerable weight of the tank Hydrogen
has been deposited in the lunar dust by the solar wind overgeologic time, and the mass of
hydrogen in that lunar dust,asfar as I know, is not much less than one part in ten
thousand. Withouthaving made a decent analysis,my hunch is that it is easier to move the
lunar dust af m miles on the Moon than to come all the wayfrom the Earth even though
you have to move ten thousand times the m a s Ifyou can distill oxygen out of iron oxide,
you certainly can distill hydrogen out of the lunar dust. Furthermore,JackSchmitt tells me
that there is a possibility offindinghydrogen,perhaps even hydrogen that isfour and onehalf billionyears old, in otherparts of the Moon in greater abundance than what we see in
the average lunar dust.
All of this is, of course,of great importance and perhaps serves as a little illustration
of what kind of constructions we are discussing.Obviousl~we will have to try to make
these constructions with tools as light as can be transportedflom the Earth. In planning
the lunar colony,special tools and special apparatushave to befabricated on the Earth,
specij7cally adapted to the tasks already described as well as others.
I would like to make a special proposal. I believe that surveillance of the Earthpennanen t, continuous surveillance that is hard to interfere with-is an extremely
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important question, important to us, importantfor the international community,important
for peace keeping. Therehave been proposals, and I amfor them, to guarantee present
observation offacilities by treaties. On the other hand, treatiesnot only can be broken;
treaties have been broken. It is in everyone'sbest interest to have observation stations that
are not easy to interfre with.
I would like to take the bigest chunks that I could get off the Moon and put them
into a lunar orbit, perhaps 120 and 240 degrees awayflom the Moon. Of course, they will
be very small compared to the Moon but maybe quite big compared to other objects that
we put intospace. I f the Moon and these two additional satellites are availablefor
observation, then we can have a continuous watch on all of the Earth with somewhat
lesser information around the pole. The latter also can be obtained with additional
expenditure, but to have 95 percent of the most interesting part of the Earth covered
continuouslywould be already agreat advantage. I would be very happy ifl on these
observation stations, we would do what we should have done with our satellites and are
still not doing namely,make the information of just the photographs obtainedfiom the
satellites universally available. I believe that would be agreat stepforward in international
cooperation,internationalrelations, and peace keeping.
raveling to these artificial satellitesfiom the Moon is a much smallerjob than
reaching them&om the Earth. Sinceyou stay on the same orbit,you just have to have
a very small additional velocity aJer leaving the Moon, wait untilyou are in the right
position, and then use a retrorocket. The total energyfor that is small, and ifyou produce
the rocketfie1on the Moon, then I thinkyou have optimal conditions.
I also would like to have a satellite with a special property. It should have as big a
mass as possible, built upfrom a small mass in the course of time. But,furthermore, I
want it to rotate in such a manner that instead of turning the sameface all the time to the
Earth it should turn the sameface all the time to theSun. Ifyou can do that, then half of
the surface will be in permanent night, havin permanent illumination, and whatever we
can do on the Moon,for instancesetting up a permanent low-temperatureestablishment,
you can do that very much better on these satellites.
Now, I would like toJnish up by making a veryfew remarks on purely scientific work
that will becomepossible. In the vacuum of the Moon we can work with clean surfaces. It
is obvious that surface chemist@could make big strides This can be done equally well in
the space station, and,in this respect, the Moon does not have an obvious advantage.
Whereyoudoget an obvious advantage is in astronomical observationswhereyou
want the possibiliy to collimate in a really effective manner. Whenyou want to look at
x-rays or gamma raysfrom certain directions, allyou need to do is to drill a deep hole that
acts as a collimator and have the detectors at its bottom. You would have to have a
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considerable number of these holes, but I believe that it will be much cheaper than to have
a considerable number of observation apparatus shot outfiom the Earth, particularly
because the massfor collimation will be not available in space stations except at a
considerable cost. Thesame holes may be usedfor high energy cosmic rays
Another obvious application is in high-enewphysics As the size of accelerators kept
going up, manyyears ago our very goodfiend Enrico Fermi at a Physical Society meeting
asfar as I know, made the proposal in completely serious Italian style that sooner or later
we will make an accelerator around the equator of the Earth. Well,we are approaching
that-at least we are planning an accelerator that takes in agood part of Texas. I am not
quite sure that we should do that. Let us wait until we get to the Moon. (Thatmight
happen almost as soon as a giant accelerator can be constructed.) Weactually could have
an accelerator around the equator of the Moon. Taking advantage of the vacuum available,
you only need the deflecting magnets and the acceleratingstations, and these can be put
point for point rather than continuously.
I have been interestedfor manyyears in the remarkable discovery of Hebesadel at Los
Alamos of gamma ray bursts that lastfor longer than 15 milliseconds and less than 100
seconds, have their main energy emission between 100 and 200 kilovolts, but seem to have
componentsfar above a million volts, too. I believe everybody is in agreement that these
comefiom something hitting neutron stars and converting the e n e w intogamma rays
But most people believe that they comefiom nearby regions of our galaxy and are,
therefore,isotropic.Actually the number of observations depends on the intensity in such
way as thoughfiom more distant places we do not get as many as expected. The usual
explanation is that we get thesefiom farther places and we get them onlyfiom thegalactic
disc rather than a sphere. Unfortunatelythese bursts are so weak that the directional
determinations cannot be made. On the Moonyou could deploy acres of gamma ray
detectors of various kinds and leave them exposed to thegamma rays or cover them up
with onegram per square centimeter,Jve grams per square centimeter,or ten grams per
square centimeter so that with some spectral discriminationyou will get a greater intensity
fiom perpendicular incidence thanfiom oblique incidence. As this apparatus will look into
theplane of thegalw, into the main extension of thegalaxy, or toward thegalactic pole,
you should see a digerence, a deviationfrom spherical distribution,for these weakest
bursts, essentially bursts of 1o5to 1o -ergs/cd/s.
~
verygoodfiend, MontgomeryJohnson(whounfortunately died a f a v months ago)
and I had made an assumption that these radiationsreally do not comefiom the
galaxy butfiom outer space,fiom regions where the stars are dense and where collisions
between neutron stars and dense stars like the white dwarfs may occur. Good candidates
are theglobular clusters, but there may be other dense regions in the universe as well. I f
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this hypothesis turns out to be correct, then the reasonyoujind fewer events at great
distancesare cosmolcgical reasons--curvature of space, agreater red-sh~$lesser numbers
of neutron stars and white dwa* in the distant past, which was closer to the begnning of
the universe.Actually, fi this hpthesis is correct,then thegamma-ray bursts would, in
the end,give us information about earlystages of the universe. No matter which way it
goes, thegamma-ray bursts are interestingphenomena, and the Moon is one of theplaces
where they could be invest&ated with real success.
I am sure that in these ways and many others an early lunar colony would be of great
advantage.
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